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INSTRUCTION IN INITIAL READING UNDERCOMFUTER CONTROL:

THE STANFORD PROJECT*

R. C. Atkinson, J.D. Fletcher, H. C. Chetin, and C. M. Stauffer

Stanford University
Stanford, California

The low level of reading among a disproportionately large number

of Americans is a national problem of the first priority. The problem

is not a simple one. And it touches everyone--not only the child fall-

ing,behind his grade level, or a child's anxious parents and his con-

scientious but over-taxed teacher. The problem is not confined to the

ghetto, to the Appalachians or to the Indian reservations. The periph-

ery of the problem ever widens to include the young person who fails the

college entrance exam and the migrant worker whose near illiteracy

prevents him from experiencing job and/or economic security.

No one doubts the problem is of national proportions and that it

is grave. But can it be solved? Can any mode of teaching be initiated

so that children, individually and as a group, maintain a yearly grade

level in reading and pass the requirements of the standardized tests

used through the school systems? Restated, using the accepted testing

methods, how can children be taught reading so that they progress grade

by grade and not just "pass through" or "slip by"?

*This research as been supported in part by the National Science
Foundation under Grant NSFGJ-443X.
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We not only think the problem can be solved, but believe we have

the means to solve it: a.computer-assii3tedinstruction (CAl) reading

program developed at Stanford University. This particular program has

been running for two years in the Ravenswood School District of East

Palo Alto, California, and the rei3ults indicate that the program could

have profound consequences for initial reading instruction throughout

the country. Our data have already demonstrated that boys can and do

learn to read as quickly as girls. This fact alone is astounding when

one considers that it shatters the old education maxim that girls learn

to read faster than boys.

What we will describe is not a hypothetical "yes-if-but" program,

but a practical, efficient and economical one being used by children

in kindergarten through grade three. It is best described as an adjunct

to classroom instruction, stressing the decoding aspect of reading and

leaving the communication aspect, i.e., reading for meaning, aesthetic

empathy, enjoyment, etc., to the teacher.

The Stanford-Brentwood reading program is no new miracle. It has

grown out of years of experimentation and research, :.beginning iP.1965

(for further information on earlier research see Atkinson, 1968, and

Atkinson and Wilson, 1968) and today including programs in reading,

mathematics, spelling drill, Russian, logic and Boolean algebra, and

a program teaching computer programming. New programs recently im

plemented include language arts, remedial English for junior high

school, and language-arts for handicapped children. More than 3,000

students, from kindergarten to university, receive daily instruction

from a central computer housed at Stanford University. Telephone
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wires have provided the ,connections from the computer to student

terminal devices as far away, as ~ashi~g~on, D. C.

Space does not permit US to give a cOmprehensive review of our

preJious research, ,nor is it feasible to review the important research

done in recent years by psychologists and educators concerned with the

reading problem, In essence, alJ, th"'Clries about ,the teaching of read

ing.facetheproblem: how to teach reading sO that the children move

aJpng "Hotloc):-step , but asipdividuals, unique and separate, yet

advance w,ith the:i,r group ,to become Iiterate adults.

Rationale,

.In thedeve~opment of a computer-based curriculum for initial

readi~g, a n1JlllpeJ:' of pper~t:i,onaLa"sumptionswere made that should

bee:x;plicated. TheJ:'eao.:i,ng st~rrMsumed, along with Bloomfield 1942),

Carroll (19(54), fries (1963), al;ldothers, .that two major aspects of

reading are communication (read:i,ng for meaning, aesthetic empathy,

enjoymenh .etc.) and o.ecpding. The communication aspect of reading

seemed best presented in the classroom by a human teacher in some

sor,t O.f dialogue mode, al;ld the decoding aspect of reading seemed best

presented ,by a computer'in a consistent dr:i,ll or practice mode. The

majoremp1).asis of· this CUI'J:'icu~um, then, is o~ reading as decoding.

Decoding~y .b,e defined as the rapid, if not automatic, associa

tion.of,phonemes or phoneme groups with their graphic representations;

for e:X;aJ1lple, the associaHon of the phoneme I fEbl with its graphic

shape (or grapheme) ab,or the association of the phoneme leybl with. . .. . . - - "

it" graphic repJ:'esentation abe. It was assumed, therefore, that (a)

learning to read necessitates learning a large repertoire of these
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"grapheme-phoneme" associations; or that (iJ)learning to read is

significantly facilitated by acquiring large number of these asso-

ciations. Together with Fries (1963) and Ruddell (1966), the staff

decided that it would be worthwhile to tea.ch reading as decoding to

initial readers.

Further assumptions werern8.de about the appropriateness of

computer-based presentation. 'iries(1963, p. 132) stated that lea.rn

ing to make grapheme-phoneme associations was not onlY iJ,ecessaryfor

those learning to read, but that these assoCiat:l.oris rnu.st becdmehabits

so automatic that the graphic shapes themselves sink below the thresh

old of attention. An effective vi~yfor these ass02:Lations to become

automatic is by repetitive presentations for short intens:Lve d:f:tll

periods withthe ~t\l.dents given :i.niiried:La.te knowledge of results after

each of their responses. Such drill can be accomplished effectively

at this time by an individualized computer-assisted drill program.

Since the emphasis in this program is on the regular grapheme

phoneme correspondences (or "spelling patterns ") of English, the

curriculum can be considered an appropriate a.djunct to any classroom

initial reading series. The initial curriculum, prepared in the fall

of196S, was. closelY linked to the three basal reading texts then

being used in the district's primary classrooms and was programmed as

three separate series. The Stanford reading curriculum currently

used is a carefully constructed program based on the most frequently

used vocabulary in major reading texts and sight-word lists which

were scanned by utility computer programs for common occurrences and

order of introduction.
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Individualization of Instructioh

In teaching reading there are many factors to be considered and

many variables that can be manipulated. For instance, we. can experi

ment with such things as the presentation of the alphabet--which letters

should be presented first to avoid sound and sight confusion yet allow

for early grouping to form words forphoneticahd.graphic instruction.

In·the end, however, the overall effect of these manipulations are small

compared to one single and outstanding aspect of CAl instruction:.

individualization.

Individualization, then, is the over_riding consideration.

Granted:that one can manipulate the curriculum and even manipulate

the children in a teaching mode. These'strategies become insigIlifi

cant,however, if theihstruction is not suited on a·moment-to-moment

basis to the child 's needs and abilities; Computer_assisted instruc

tionprovides an answer. As the results of CAl-instruction become

more substantiated.throughtesting and<data collection, it does not

seem toopreposteroustocohtenCl that the idealized Greek tutorial

system of theone-to·one basis of.the tutor-student (the tutor here

being the teacher plus CAl) is closer to being realized .today than it

has for centuries.

Computer-~ssisted instruction as a research. tool has been around

for years' and has had its share of problems, It is encouraging to

note, however, that. the pessimism surrounding two aspects of. CAI--'

cost and depersonalization-"isbeginning to dissipate. We would like

to say a fewwords·abouteach·or these 1lspects.
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From the beginning, most people involved with CAl have. been

realistic about its high costs. Nevertheless, people were optimistic

and felt that as equipment design became more standardi.zed anti pro

duct ion methods more efficient, the cost would be less. These reduc

tionsin cost have, infact,taken place. AlSO, in the beginning,

many of us believed 'that the more hardware employed the better,.and

there was 'an abundance of expensive innovations. It has become in

creasingly obvious that some very sophisticated teaching strategies

can be implemented using quite simple and inexpensive equipment,

Some of the original, complex and expensive tools have passed on

while some, inrhoreperfected forms, have been incorporated into

CAliustructi6n as useful,instructive aids to CAL

For our own part,wehave found that simplicity has been the

answer. The easily operated Model 33 teletypes are,ideal for both

experimental and pedagogical purposes. Even the youngest school

child quickly learns to type on the keyboard--in fact, the child

learns with an' ease contrary to everyone's expectations. Added to

the teletype is a headphone jack with a small~gain amplifier that

conveys a vocabulary of some 5,000 words. The cost of a daily 12~

minute session per student is about 40,i--and even that figure could

be reduced if the system were dedicated to a reading program only.

What does40,i per child per day mean? Given the actual number of

176 days a child is in school, it doesn't take long to calculate

40,i x 176 days $70. Consider that we are saying that for as

little as $210 a child can maintain grade level in those three

initial and, what we consider, crucial years of his reading instruc-

tion. 6



Let us turn now to the subject of depersonalization. There are

those who consider that the widespread use of CAl will contribute to

the gross depersonalization so often predicted for our highly techno

logical, densely populated society. We feel that the opposite is

closer to the truth. The kind of individualized instruction CAl can

offer assists a child through rapid acquisition of reading skills to

enlarge his literate comprehension of his environment and his se~f.

A description of a contemporary classroom and the rol$ of CAl to

assist the teacher might·help to demonstrate what we mean as a rebut

tal to the depersonalization theory. Let us observe a hypothetical

class . First, look at the clock. If the time is between 8 a .m. and

8 p.m., you may be sure somewhere in our fifty states what we describe

is taking place.

A teacher is instructingh$r class of thirty or more in, say,

spelling· for a 15- or 20-minute period. She uses chalk and blackboard,

pencil and paper, as do her charges. Although she explains what she

writes, and often has the students repeat her examples, she is unable,

of course, to determine each child's comprehension level. Some days

she saves a portion of the time for a test drill. The children take

paper and pencil and she dictates the spelling words. While doing

this, she may stroll up and down the aisles and observe here and

there the children's responses. She prefers not to interrupt the

entire class to point out individual errors. After the test, she

relies on conventional modes of correcting mistakes: the children

may correct each other's papers, or their own, or the teacher may



collect the papers, correct and return them to the childrell after a

few days.

Keeping in mind such factors as time lapse between instruction

and testing, between testing and reviewing, and not forgetting the

ratio of one teacher to thirty ormore students, it would seem that

the students'language learning mode and the reinforcement of their

learning, leaves much to be desired. Besides, what's to keep the

children from gazing out of the window or simply phasing out of

spelling drill altogether? And are we not presumptuous to expect one

human being to understand the unique problems of thirty or more

children let alone differentiate, instruct and reinforce the learning

of each individual student? Yet, We are presuming just that when our

voices join the chorus of, ''Why aren't our children learning to read? II

We have not digressed from the matter of depersonalization. Over

'crowded classrooms and overworked teachers are the ingredients of

depersonalization. What we are suggesting as a counter measure is

CAl;· in other words, individuaHzed instruction for a brief .period

each day on a reading program designed to accommodate individuals

according to their unique needs.

For a moment, let us return to the classroom we have. just viewed.

Suppose at different times during the school day a different portion

of the class was excused to attend CAl. Experience has. shown us

that the children look forward to these sessions. In a recent sur

veythe children participating in the CAl reading program were

asked to rate the program on a 1 to 5 scale. Fifty percent of the

students gave it top rating; 25 percent gave it the second rating
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which was that they liked the program; of the remaining 25 percent,

only 5 percent said they did not like it while 10 percent said, "It's

okay but I' drather be outside playing ~ "; and the remaining 10 percent

had no opinion.

Interestingly enough, those students less advanced than their

peers were among the most enthusiastic. This is seldom the case in

a classroom milieu where those students who lag behind the group are

often painfully self-conscious of this fact. Let us note that a com

puter never "puts a student down" for a wrong answer or, no matter

how foolish his answer might seem or how often he is wrong exposes

him to the slightest form of ridicule.

Initially, the student sits down to the teletype, adjUsts his head

set, and "signs on." Each student types R (for reading), his number,

and his first name. At on"e the program responds by typin,ghis last

name. When the child signals that the name is correct by typing the

space bar, the program begins at the point where the child terminated

his previous session.

Or, if it is the child's first time at a teletype terminal, which

can be any day of any week of the school year, a proctor or teacher's

aide assists the child in getting acquainted with the procedures. The

first strand (strand is the term used to designate a component part of

the initial reading program) is called the Reading Readiness Strand.

On the teletype paper or printout, the child receives typed messages

that are more fully explained by the audio. After the program has

rehearsed the student in the sign-on procedure, the format for the

Reading Readiness Strand looks like this:



Display on
,,'the Erint.out.

Type your number
and name

(Audio)

(¥elcome t.o reading)

The st.udent. responds by t.yping:

The st.udent. responds by t.yping:

The program prints:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing N
aft.er R213 JOR

The program.prints John's
last. name:

R213 JOR

R213 JOHM

N

R213 JOR

R213 JOHN

R213 JOHN SMITR

(Type N)

(No, you tyPed M)

(We wanted N)

(Type N)

(Gooo,)

The program now proceeds to the point
in the lesson where John last.
t.erminated.

The teletype repositions aft.er each response. When John is

correct. in his response, he receives from time to time an.audio

message such asc."good, ""great ,"'or another positive.).y reinforcfgg

message before the program proceeds t.o the next exercise.

The Reading Readiness St.rand covers all the aspect.s of the sign-

on procedure and att.empts to t.each t.he manual skills required to inter-

act wit.h the program. Following the t.erminal orientation sect.ion,

the Reading Readiness St.rand attempts to t.each a st.udent.to sign
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himself on the program without proctor supervision. To leave the

Reading Readiness Strand and enter the next strand--the Letter Identi

fication ..Strand-.-a student must perform the sign-on procedure with no

more than one error. This strand differs from all others in that

branching from it is criterion dependent rather than time dependent.

After describing the curriculum strands, we will explain how a

teacher can use the computer to call up a class report or a~ individ

ual student's report. She is never more than a few moments away from

evaluating the class or examining the individual child's lessons and

knowing the area in which the child is experiencing the greatest

degree of difficulty. The printout, although it does not give grades

or percentages as it was our intention to keep this an "ungraded" pro

gram, gives all the pertinent information a teacher needs to see where

a student is making progress and where he is having difficulty.

The program is divided into seven strands: 0 - Reading Readi

ness; I - Letter Identification; II - Sight_Word Vocabulary; III 

Spelling Patterns; IV - Phonics; V - Comprehension; VI - Language Arts.

In Figure 1 the strands are represented by horizontal lines and the

sections within a strand are represented by dots on the lines. The

vertical arrows indicate at which point in one strand a student moves

to another strand.

Students ~ove through each strand in a roughly linear fashion.

Branching or progress within strands is criterion dependent; a student

proceeds to anew exercise within a strand only after he has attained

some (individually specifiable) performance criterion in his current

exercise. Branching between the strands is time dependent; a student
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STRAND

o
Reading
Readiness

I
Letter
Identification

:n:
Sight -Word
Vocabulary

]I[

J:(; Spelling
Patterns

Dr
Phonics

][
Com prehension

JZ[
Language Arts

Figure 1, Flow Diagram of

the Reading Curriculum



moves from one strand to take up where he ],eft "ff in another after a

certain (again;. individual.qspecifilj,bl.e) 1jIl)0unt of time regardl.e ss

of what criterion l.evels hehas.r:eachedinthe strands. Within each

strand there are progressivel.y moredifficul.t exercises that are

desili:ned to bring stUdents to f13.irl.y highlevel.s of performance. The

criteria can easily be changed 13.ndresearch studies are currently

underw13.y investigating alternative procedures.

Entry .into each strand is dependent upon a student's performance

in earlier str13.nds. Forex1jIl)pl.e, the ~etterJdentificationStrand

starts with a subset of l.etters used in the earl.iest sight words.

When a studentr!"aches a pointm the Letter. Identification Strand

where he has eXhibited mastery over the set of l.etters used in the

fi:rstj<;ey words of the Sight-WordVocabu1;ary Strand, he enters the

Sight_Word Vocabu1;ary Strand. Entry into both the Spel.ling Patterns

and the Phonics Strands is control.l.ed by the student's pl.acement in

the Sight~Wo:rd Vocabul.ary Strand. A student may work in several.

strands simul.taneousl.y. Once he enters a strand, howeyer, his advance

ment within that strand is independent of his progress in other

strands.

Currentl.y most students spend two minutes in each strand and

their daily sessions .;tre eight or twel.ve minutes. Al.though the time

each student spends .in any strand and the l.ength of the dail.y driH

sessions are par1jll)eters that may be uniquel.y specified for individual.

students or particul.ar cl.asses, a student may be stopped at any

point in an exercise either by the maximum-time rul.e for the strand
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or by the session-time limit. However, sufficient information is

saved in his record to assure continuation from precisely the same

point in the exercise when that strand is next encountered.

The alternatiVe approaches to time on strands and time on-the

system allow the program to be manipulated-- sa1;hat a,"common front"

can be maintained both for the classr-oam asa whole and far the indi-

vidual student's withincstrand rate of progress. Table 1 illustrates

the various combinations possible in adapting the .reading program to

classroom and/or individual needs.

Time on the System

Fixed Variable
't:l

~Fixed
+'

'"
'"<])

Pi Variable
~.r<

E-<

- --

I II

:III IV

-- -

Table 1

Time on both the system and time per strand can be either fixed

or variable. For instance, a student or class can be set to run for

a specific number of minutes each day; or, if some student(s) is behind

the class, he can be allowed to run fora longer period of time on the

system so that he catches up to the strand sections where most of his

class is working.

The time the students spend on each strand can also be fixed at

a particular number of minutes per strand, or varied so that if a
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student's performance in one strandis.npt on a par with the rest of

the class and he is lagging behind in that strand, the time he spends

on the strand can be varied so that he remains on that strand for

longer periods of time or until he is working at a more uniform.].ev!!,.l

through all the strands. For example, if a child who spends .twelve

minutes on the system with equal times of three minutes on each of the

four strands he is working on, is found by his teacher to be lagging

far behind in one strand, his teacher can ask the program to increase

his time on that particular strand to, say, six minutes and distribute

the remaining six minutes among the other three strands.

The strands are comprised of sections of curriculum items, and it

is in these sections that a student must reach cri terion before pro

gressing in the strands:. :::Elach sectien is presented in separate exer

cises. In each exercise the items of the 'section are presented in

random order until the student has achieved a criterion. A student

who already knows the material may leave the exercise after as little

time as 30 seconds.

Students receive instruction for the exercises by means of digi

tized audio messages. A vocabulary of approximately 5,000 sounds has

been recorded and stored in digital form on the computer's magnetic

disk. The student inputs his responses on the teletype keyboard.

When he has completed his response, he presses the space bar which

returns control of.the terminal to the computer for response evalua

tion. If the student discovers an error in his response, he may

press the rubout key before pressing the space bar and the entire

problem will be presented again for a second trial. If a student
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presses the rubout key too many times before entering a response,

. he ·receives a "too many rubouts"message. The student has a printed.

record of the work completed at the end of his session. As mentioned

above, first-grade children adapt quickly to using the keyboard and

have no difficulty in typing the relatively short responses required.

OriginallY, the curriculum preparation adhered strictlY to the

vocabularyappea>ring in the basal texts used in the Ravenswood

School District's primary reading program. In its revised (1969) form,

the Stanford reading program consists of a curriculum that complements

any classroom initial reading series. Word lists were assembled from

major ba.sic reading texts as well as recognized sight-word lists.

Using utility programs on the computer, these lists were compared and

··screened for cornman occu.rrence and order· of introduction. The result

ing list provided. the basis for the vocabulary and spelling pattern

strands.

This revised list of words used in the reading program was

placed on a disk memory file. Each word in the file is described

by four numbers that indicate the book and page number of first

occurrence in an initial reading series. A computer program can be

used to construct sublists of words stored on the disk file. For

example,it is possible to have a list of all words in the series

ending in -in in order of first occurrence. Existing programs

written by staff members for other purposes can be adapted to

accomplish this with little difficulty. With one dictionary, it

will be possible to construct other dictionaries using different

descriptive numbers.
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Description of tlue"Strands

Strand 0 - Reading Readiness. Readiness materia~s, designed both

for th~ clasproom and at theCAl terminal location, acquaint the stu-

dent with the system and teach him the manual skills required to inter-

act with the program. T1)e Reading Readiness Strand progresses through

three stages over a three- to five-day period: the Free Keyboard, the

Controlled Keyboard, and the Student's Name and Number. The first

stage, the Free Keyboard, is designed to familiarize students with

the letter keys and the space bar. The program responds to any graphic

the student types.

The student responds by typing:

The student responds by typing
the space bar:

The student responds' by typing:

The student responds by typing
the space bar:

The student responds by typing:
and the· space bar:·

Display on
the ;Printout

T

3

(Audio)

(Type any key.)

(Now type the space bar.)

(LOOk at the printout.
You typed T.)

(Type any key.)

(Now type the space bar.)

(Good. Look at the
. printout. You typed F.)

. (Type any key and then
the space bar.)

(Look at the printout.
You typed 3.)

The second stage of the Reading Readiness Strand is the Controlled

Keyboard. The student, after instruction on typing the letter S for "same"

17



and D for "different," is asked, to type either S or D when prese\lted

with a group of ~etters arranged as a discr~ination exercise.

~he program prints:

~he student responds by typing:

~he program prints:

Display on
the Printou t

M M M

S

M W M

(Audio)

(LoOk at the letters.
Ty;pe Sfor. same, type
D for different.)

(Yes, they are the
same. )

(Look at the letters.
~pe S for same, type
D for different. )

~he student responds by typing: S

~he program prints: IIII (No. ~hey are dif
ferent, )

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

W M M

D

(Look at the letters.
Are the letters the
same? ~Yl?e, S for same,
~ype D for different.)

(Good" they are dif-
ferent,)

When the student has completed, the d,iscrimination exercises on

the Controlled Keyboard section of the strs,\ld, he m,OVeson to stage

three of the Reading Readiness Strand where he is taught to sign-on

by typing his name and, number. First, the student is instructed, in

the typing of the ~etters in his first name. When he hs,s mastered

those letters, he is taught the digits in hi,ss,ssigned numbe:!;'. These

are the numbers and letters he must use each time he signs on the

program.
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Display on
the Printout

The program prints: F

The student responds by typing: F

The program prints: F---

,The program prints: R

The student responds by typing: R

The program prints: FR--

The program prints: E

The student responds by typing: E

The program prints: FRE-

The program prints: D

The student responds by typing: D

The program prints: FRED

(Audio)

(Type F o )

(Good 0)

(Type Ro)

(Great; )

(Type E.)

(Type Do)

(Good.)

(Let's type your
name again.)

When the student has met criteria on the letters in his first

name and the digits of his student number, he is instructed in the

actual sign-on procedure. The program prints PLEASE TYPE YOUR NUMBER

AND NAME, and the student is led through each step of the sign-on pro-

cedure, receiving as he types appropriate audio messages. When he

has met criteria on the sign-on procedure, he is branched into Strand I -

Letter Identification.

Strand I - Letter Identification. The sequence of letters intro-

duced in this strand is determined by the sight-word vocabulary in the

early sections of Strand II. Each letter is presented twice in the

Letter Strand. For the first pass through the alphabet, grouping of

19



letters in sections was designed" to minimize visual confusion. For

the second pass through the alphabet, grouping was designed to maxi-

mize confusion. In all cases, sections were designed tc:>'min:LmiZe

auditory confusion.

Three exercises are used throughout the Letter Identification

Strand. In. the first exercise, a letter is typed on the prinioutand

the student is reQuested to type the same letter.

DisplaY on
Exercise I the Printout

The program prints: T

The student responds by typing: T

The program prints: YES

The program prints: R

'; ',The student responds by typing: R

The program prints: YES

The program prints: M

The student responds by typing: N

The program prints: IIII M

The student responds by, typing: M

The program prints: YES

(Audio)

(TypeT. )

(TypeR.)

(Good. )

(Type M.)

(No, we wanted M.
TypeM. )

(Good. )

The exercise is repeated for still another letter. Random pre-

sentation of letters in a section continues untilthestllden.t reaches

criterion for the first exercise, at which time he is advanced to the

next exercise in the Letter Identification Strand. The criterion

procedure is either all correct on the first pass through the section

20



or two consecutive correct answers for each item.

T

R

R S T

YES

(Audio)

(Type R.)

YES (Great:)

(Type T.)S R T

Display on
the Printout

The program prints:

The student responds 1;Jy typing:

The program prints:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

Exercise 2

After each presentation, the order of the three letters in the

display is randomly changed,and the exercise .is repeated for another

letter. Upon achieving criterion for each of the letters, the st\,ldent

proceeds to the next exercise,

Display on
Exercise 3 the Printo\,lt (Audio)

(Type S.)

The student responds by typing: S

The program prints; YES

(Type R.)

The student responds 1;Jy typing: R

The program prints: YES

(Type T.)

The student responds by typing: E

The program prints: IIII T (No. Type T. )

The student responds by typing: T

The program prints; YES
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When the studenta~hievescriteriononthe, ,letters ,in the section,'

he proceeds to the second set of letters.

Throughout the curriculum, if the student responds correctiY;'ne

proceeds to the next presentation. If he responds incorrectly or

exceeds the time allowed for a response, the teletYl?e displays the

correct response and moves to the next presentation.

When the student responds correctly, he receives randomly scheduled

audio reinforcement messages. In the beginning stages of program

development, these reinforcement messages consisted of a few commonly

used positive words, but as the dictionary has been enlarged and more

flexible'l.l.tilityprograms written, it has become possible to include

a greater variety of expressions. Programs now have reinforcement

messages with words appropriate to season"andlocale"and,jargon

familiar to the children.

When a student meets criterion on a specific number of letters'

(i.e., those required for the first words in the sight-word vocabu

lary of Strand II), he begins Strand II. At this point, he works

simultaneously in both Strands I and II, but at different levels of

difficulty within each strand.

Strand II - Sight-Word Vocabulary. Strand II provides practice

on a vocabulary that is introduced and taught in the classroom and

contains words common to the major basal reading texts. While the

classroom teacher introduces and teaches each word with both content

and picture cues, the teletYl?e provides concentrated drill on the

word itself. Experience has indicated the usefulness of picture and

content cues as well as the usefulness of repeated drill on the printed

word itself.



The vocabulary is presented in sections of words in two different

exercises. Each exercise takes the form of a paired-associate task.

The .association of the sound (spoken word) and the visual stimulus

(writlBn word) forms the basis of the exercises. The first exercise

gives the student two cues--the spoken word and the written word:

Display on
Exercise :L the )?rintout

The program prints: PEN

The student responds by typing: PEN

The program prints: YES

The program prints: NET

The student., re sponds by typing: NET

The program prints: YES

The program prints: EGG

The student responds by typing: EFF

The program prints: IIII EGG

The program prints: NET

The student responds by typing: NET

The program prints: YES

The program prints: EGG

The student responds by typing: EGG

The program prints: YES

(Audio)

(Type pen.)

(Good. Type net.)

(Great. Type egg.)

(No. Egg.)

(Type net.)

(Type egg.)

When the student has achieved criterion for each of the words

forming the section, he begins Exercise 2:
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Exercise 2
Display on

the Printout (A\ldio)

PEN NET EGGThe program prints;

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

The program prints:

The student re sponds by typing:

The program prints:

NET PEN EGG

PEN

YES

NET

YES

(Type peri •)

(Type net.)

As in Exercise 2 of the Letter Identification Strand, the order

of the items which comprise the teletype display is random for each

presentation. When the student has meter:ii.t",rioi1lf6r each new word

in each of the two exercises, he proceeds to the next section of

words and begins again on Exercise 1.

Remember that the student must meet criterion or exhibit mastery

in each of the exercises over all the words in the sectionbef6re he

can proceed to the next section.

Strand III - Spelling Patterns. The·SpellingPatterns Strand is

designed to provide direct and explicit practice with English spell-

ing patterns and emphasizes the regular grapheme-phoneme correspondences

that occur in the graphic re:jPresentationdf English. The spelling

patterns presented in this strand will be presented in the; Phonics

Strand that follows. HQ~ever, differ~nt words, uni~ue to the Phonics

Strand, are used in that strand ..

The following exercises are used in the Spelling Patterns Strand;
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Exercise 1

The program prints:

Display on
the Printout

SLEPT KEPT CREPT

(Audio)

(Type crept.)

When the student does not respond
within the set time, the program
prints TIME and the correct re
sponse. , TIME CREPT

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

KEPT SLEPT CREPT

KEPT

YES

CREPT KEPT SLEPT

SLEPT

(Type kept.)

(Type slept.)

The program prints:

Exercise 2

YES (Good.)

Display on
the P~intout (AUdio)

(Type kept.)

The student responds by typing: KEPT

The program prints: YES

The student responds by typing: SLEPT

The program prints: YES

The student responds by typing: CREPT

The program prints: YES

(Fantastic.
Type slept.)

(Fabulous.
Type crept.)

(Great;)

Sections for this strand consist of a set of monosyllabic words,

such as kept, slept, crept. These words embody the same spelling

pattern, ept, which in each of these words corresponds to the same

phoneme, /ept/.
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Strand IV - Phonics. Wh~nthe' student has shown a mastery of a

specified number of words in the Spelling Strand by completing a pre-

determined number of sections in that strand, he begins Strand IV with

drill in phonics.

Again, we wish to emphasize that each strand is separate from. every

other strand although strands are related. For example, entry into

Strand III is dependent on the student's progress in Strand II. Once a

student enters a strand, he is allowed to proceed at a·rate commensurate

with his ability.

Exercises in the Phonics Strand concentrate '. on initial and. final

consonants and medial vowels. A departure is made, however, from tradi-

tional phonics exercises in that the students are never required to

rehearse or identify consonant or vowel sounds in isolation. The smallest

unit of presentation is a dyad, i.e., a single vowel-consonant or con-

sonant-vowel combination.

The following exercises are used in Strand IV:

Final Consonant
Exercise 1

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

Display on
the :,Printout

-IN -IT -IG

IG

YES

-IT -IN -IG

IT

YES
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(Type /;G/ as in
fig. )

(Good. Type /;T/
as in fit.)



Ex~rcise 1 (Continued)

The program prints:

Display on
the Printout

-IG -IN -IT

(Audio)

(Type I±NI as in
pumpkin.)

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

IN

YES (FabVlous.)

In Exercise 2, the student types the full word. An example of

Exercise 2 for the initial consonants is as follows:

Exercise 2
Display on

the Printout (Audio)

The program prints: DA- MA.- HII.-
--D (Type mad.)

MAD

YES (Great!)

lIIIHALF (No. We wanted
half. )

HII.- DA- MA.-
--M (TYPe ham.)

MAM

//IlllI\M (No. We wanted ham.)

(Type mad.)

(Type dad.)

(GoOd. )

(Type half.)

YES

HAT

DAD

HA- MA.- DA
--D

MA.- DA- HA
--DE'

DA- HII.- MA.
--D

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

The prograIll prints:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

Tne program prints:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

The program prints:

Tne program prints:

The student responds by typing:
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As in Strands I and II,. th~ student works with a section of

specified units. The student must meet criterion fbt'Eiacll set of dyads

in the. exer~ise before proceeding to the next set.

The audio reinforces the sound value~ nith ~andqmly selected examples

fr:om a matrix of three sample words--two monosyllabic and as often as

possible an easily identifiable polysyllabic word. However, the word

to be typed by the student is always taken from the two monosyllabic

exemplars.

Strand V - Comprehension•. When the student has met criterion over

a specified n~ber of Strand IV sections, he enters Strand V. Strand

V provides practice on the meaning of the words introduced in the class-

room and mastered by the student in the Sight-Word Strand. The exer-

cises are of two types: 1) categorization, and 2) phrase and sentence

completion. A section in the first exercise consists of t4ree groups

of three words. Each word is associated with one of several categories.

The presentation consists of a display of three words followed bya

X'equest to type the word of a particular category. Here is an example:

Exercise 1

The studenVresponds by typing:

The program prints:

The student responds by typing:

Display on
the Printout

EGG MAN TAN

TIN

////TAN

ON DOG RUN

RUN
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(Type the word
that is a color.)

(No, tan is·a
color. )

(Type the word
that is some
thing you can do.)

(Good. )



Exercise 1 (Continued)

~he pJ:'ogJ:'am pJ:'ints:

Display on
the PJ:'intout

FARM TART HAND

(Audio)

(Type the wOJ:'d
that is a place.)

The student J:'esponds by typing:

The pJ:'ogram prints:

The student responds by typing:

The pJ:'ogJ:'am prints:

OOG RUN ON

FARM

(Type the wOJ:'d that
teUs where . )

RUN

1IIIoN (No, on is the word
that tells wheJ:'e.)

The oJ:'deJ:' of the three words presented is random and the taJ:'get

word, with its associated category, is randomly chosen fJ:'om the displayed

words. If the program selects "tan" as the taJ:'get word, the audio J:'e-

quests, "Type the wOJ:'d that is,a coJ,oJ:'," Associated with each word is

an audio request to identify it. When the student has met cJ:'iteJ:'ion in

a section of wOJ:'ds, he proceeds to ExeJ:'cise 2.

The second exercise consists of a section of thJ:'ee sentences (oJ:'

phrases) with one wOJ:'d missing in each. Displayed with each sentence

are thJ:'ee words--two are distJ:'actoJ:'s and one corJ:'ectJ,y completes the

sentence. One of the distJ:'actors is of the cOJ:'J:'ect form class, but

is eitheJ:' semantically or syntacticalJ,y unacceptable in that it bJ:'eaks

a sUbcategoJ:'ization J:'ule. The second distractoJ:' is unacceptable both

semanticalJ,y and syntactically. The format of this exeJ:'cise is as

foUows:
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Exercise 2
Display on

the Printout

THE --- RAN FAST.

RED COT RAT

(Audio) .

(Type the word that
correctlycomPlete s
the sentence.)

ThestudentresP9nds by typing: RAT

The program prints:

The program prints:.

YES

TOM PUTS ON HIS

:(Good. )

-- ......

STOP PIG HAT

The student responds by typing: STOP

(Type the word that
correctly completes
the sentence.)

The program prints: j///HAT (No. Tom puts on his
hat.)

:The·progra.rn prints: YOUCAN':PETA -"-.

DROP .CAT:RESTS (Type~!)eworq that
correctly completes
the sent.ence,.)

The student responds by typing: CAT

The program. prints: YES (Good .)

When the response is inc~rrect, th~ audio repeats thec6mpleteci.
,',

sentence correctly. When the student has reached criterion on the

exercise and reaches a~pecified point within th~ strarici.; 'lle ;"ill enter
. ,

the Language Arts Strand.
,.... .

Strand VI - La.nguage Arts. Strand IV , which is to be implemented

in the near future, is a strand dealing with particular skills in

language arts. The strand's exercises are designed to initiate a

conscious mastery of the mechanics of sentence structure. From the

broad spectrum of skills involved in language arts, the reading staff
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chose to place special emphasis on those areas identified asparticu

larly troublesome for handicapped children as well as children from

depressed environments. ?ractice will be provided in a number of areas

including: (1) English idioms that are often misused; (2) endings and

order of modifiers; (3) tense agreement with intention of building a

repertoire of tenses; (4) proper use of auxiliary verbs. The format

of the exercises will be similar to those in the preceding strands.

Digitized Audio

Digitized audio refers to a complex conversion process unlike the

familiar reproduction of sound via phonograph or tape recorder. These

latter mechanisms are analog devices, i.e., devices which store and

reproduce continuous information. Digital computers handle discrete

units of information. Speech waves are analog (continuous) informa

tion, and must be converted to digital form for storage by digital com

puters and reconverted to analog form for reproduction.

The analog-digital conversation for storage is performed by

"sampling" the speech wave, i.e., breaking it up ("chopping it") into

a series of digits that indicate whether the wave is higher or lower

at given points. Analog-digital conversion is presently done in two

stages. The original speech wave can either be live or tape recorded-

at present all input to the Stanford system is live. First a program

receives the original wave filtered through a "band pass" that selects

only certain sound frequencies (500-2500) to adapt the sound wave to

telephone line conditions. This program samples ("chops up") the wave

6,000 times a second, assigning a digit between 0 and 63 to each
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sample (i.e. ,6 bit resolution). A second program takes this temporar

ily stored output and samples 36,,000 times a second, assigning either

lor 0 ("up" or "down")-~i.e., 1 bit resolution at 36 kc. This final

digital output is stored on an IBM disk (the digital equivalent of a

phonograph record).

The. digital-analqg conversion process takes place during "run

time," i.e., as students oPerate on the system. The call for a given

audio message by the instructional program directs the computer to

bring the appropriatehlock of digital infqrm~tion from the 2314 disk

to one 0;[' the 2 k (2,048-computer-Wqrd).audio.buffers in cl;U'e memory.

From core the digits are fed to the mUltiple~er, which assigns them

to one of 40 station shift registers that coptrolthe 40 audio units

at student terminals. Before leaving Stanfqrd via individual telephone

lines, these aUdio digits pass through DAq's (digital-to-analog con

verters). A two-part amplification system at each of the schools picks

up the analog information and feeds it to the headset at each terminal.

One amplifier, adjustable by proctors, controls minimum volume for.all

terminals, while terminal amplifiers can be adjusted by individual

students.

Figure 2 shows a chart that indicates the major steps in the

process described above.

Scheduling

An important factor in. any teaching innovation is the cooperation

and ent.husiasm of the .classroom teacher. Often her approach determines

the attitude of the student. As we look to the teacher for originality,

creativity and depth of presentation, so too the teacher should look to
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Diagram of Analog-Digital-Analog l:'rocess

CAr Reading ·Program

band

Master

Tape

pass

(500-2500

frequencies)

Program I

6 bit sampling

at 6 kc

Program II

1 bit samplin

at 36 kc

IBM

2314 Disk

PDP-IO .

2 k Core
Buffer

Multiplexer

Station
Shift

. Register
D A C

Telephone

Line

School Student

Amplifier ~ Terminal

(Olll? of 40) (one of 40) (one of:,40)

Figure 2
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CAl as a reliable tool to speed and smooth the learning process, free

ing her to go beyond the more routine essentials in the classroom,

Once scheduling arrangements have been made with the principal

and the director of the CAl facilities, a regular routine should be

established for the students, li'theteletypes are in another build

ing or a great distance from the classroom, a teacher's aide or, ,an

older student can e~cort.yo).mg children to and from the location, Where

a number of terminals are available, as in the East Palo Alto school,

large groups can be scheduled, In schools with one or two terminals,

individual classroom procedures must be developed, A list of names

written on the blackboard indicating order of departure has proved

successful, The name-card method can also be used, A card with sever

al names written on it is prepared/and serves as a pass to leave the

classroom, When the student returns,he hands the card to the next

person on the card, Whichever procedure is chosen by the teacher

for her class, it should become an· established routine,

Another aspect of scheduling .is. the trade-off between the number

of minutes per session and the number of students that can be assigned

to the teletypes each day, This schedule can be set either at the

individual student or at the class level by the program,

It has been observed that the children have little difficulty

in learning to ·operate the teletype, Paper replicas of the keyboard

give students 21ass:room:practicein.:rem~mberingthe·locatio:n of the

letters, Using her intimate knowledge of· the st\J.dents,theteacher

can determine how much classroom preparation is necessary, It has

been our experience that after the students receive an explanation
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of the program and then the Reading Readiness Strand which acquaints

them with sign-on procedures, they receive great pleasure in their

individual accomplishments on the teletypes.

Teacher Reports

Efforts have been made to keep this an ungraded program. Although

marks exist in a Curriculum Guide to indicate specific levels for com

parison or referral by the teacher, no indication is .made on the

student's printout of score, percentages or grades. There is only a

listing of accumulated time on the program, the date, and the section

numbers for ~ach strand on which a student is working. Both primary

students working at grade level and remedial students proceed through

the program at their individual rates of speed.

The length of a daily reading lesson is twelve minutes, which

appears to be an ideal time period for primary students. This time

parameter can be adjust should· there be such a need.

A complete status report for an entire class is available to a

teacher at any time. An example of this report appears in Figure 3.

When a status report isrequested--which can be any time from any

student terminal--and the program given a class number, a utility

routine prints the date, total number of students in the class, and

the name of the teacher. Then the program goes on to list, in this

order and for each student who has signed on to the reading program,

the number of minutes accumulated in the program, the section number

of the curriculum items he is working on in each strand, a plus if

he was on the program that day, his identification number, and his
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CLASS 182 MRS. BRESLI N 7 JAN 70
31 STUDEI\rrS BRENTWOOD SCHOOL

READ.I/I.G REPORT -- TYPES + IF" RUN TODAY

MIN L W PH SP CC CS
61.3 6 I 0 0 0 0 + 3023 ANDRE JONES
66.3 11 9 4 4 0 0 + 3232 VIlAR SALCITA
46.6 10 7 2 0 0 0 3233 JEROME BRADF'ORD
63.8 15 10 4 I 0 0 + 323.4 NATHAI\JEL CHRISTOR
28.1 8 5 I 0 0 0 3235 VERO"lCA CROWELL
43.0 8 4 0 0 0 0 + 3236 RICO CO"rrERO
57.2 14 7 2 0 0 0 3237 LHOA F'RANCOIS
77.0 I 5 II 3 2 0 0 + 3238 ALF'RED F'RAlI ER
55 .. 8 II 8 2 0 0 0 3239 RAMO". GIL
"9.2 13 7 2 0 .g 0 3240 KRYSTAL GR IF"F' I III
56 .8 13 5 I 0 0 + 3241 MARCUS HENDERSON
23.7 7 3 0 0 0 0 3242 F'EL:lTA BARRIES
72.9 16 9 2 0 0 0 + 3243 DWAYI\lE HOBBS
71'02 I" 9 I 0 0 0 + 32 .... BARRY JOr-ES
50.6 12 8 2 0 0 0 + 3245 JEAM:fTE JONES
39~3 9 6 I 0 0 0 + 3246 CURTIS KI NG
17.1 6 4 0 0 0 0 3247 BErfYE LEWIS·
57.0 11 6 I .0 0 0 3248 RICKY LEWIS
31 .6 7 5 I 0 0 0 3249 RHOI\OA PAGE
32.2 6 4 0 0 0 0 + 3251 CHARLES POLLARD

7.4 4 I 0 0 0 0 + 3252 KEITH RICHARD~ON
60.9 13 9 5 3 0 0 + 3253 OMAR SORIANO
49.1 10 6 I 0 0 0 + 3254 LA I\lA fERRY

. 60.6 12 7 3 I 0 0 + 3255 VICTORIA TORRES
49.3 12 6 2 0 0 0 + 3256 BOBBIE VICKERS
Ii I .6 IS 9 2 0 0 0 3257 PEYfON WATKINS
38.3 9 5 I 0 0 0 + 3258 YOLA I\OAWATTS
23.9 8 5 0 0 0 0 3259 TERRY WILKS
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3982 MARIETTA WOMACK

62.9 14 7 2 0 0 0 + 4..74 GARY OOLE
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 ..75 LISA JOSEPH

AVERAGES I
48.8 10 Ii 0 0 0

I'll NIMUMS I
7.4 4 0 0 0 0

MAXIMUMS I
77.0 17 II 5 4 0 0-•.._._.-

Figure 3. On-line Utility Program

For Class Information

Reading Program
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name. At the end of the report, as summary statistics, are printed

within-class averages, minimums and maximums for accumulated minutes

and the strand section. numbers.

A report on an individual student is also available to the teacher.

See Figure 4 for an illustration of the student's report. When a

teacher requests information on a student, the program will provide the

student's name, class, grade and ~tudent number, the section number,

and the specific items he is working on i~ each of the six strand sec

tions. It will also give the total number of minutes he has been on

the reading program. At a glance the teacher can note a student's

progress in a strand, and the particular items in the exercise. These

data give an accurate, up-to-date evaluation of the student's progress

as well as an indication to the teacher of the areas in need of

reteaching.

Concluding Remarks

It may be evident at this point that the CAl program described

above is in no way intended to replace the teacher. On the contrary,

it is a teacher's tool and can free her for more creative, generative

forms of instruction. Using the program is the teacher's option, and

although her cooperation is sought, We anticipate a time when more

and more teachers will turn to CAl to relieve them of the tedium of

classroom drill-and"practice routines.

Some of our optimism in this regard is based on a recent survey

among teachers from different schools whose students took daily CAl

lessons in the reading program. All of the teachers had positive
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IMHVIDUAL STUDEU

STUDENT NO: 3232

3232 IJIZAR BALClTA

L-17 A V Y

W-9 WATER WARM WAS

PH-4 -IG -IT -IN

SP-4 LOG DOG ""ROG

CC-O

CS-O

ACC. MI N. I 66.3

Figure 4. On-line utility Program

For Individual Student

Reading Program
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feel;Lngs ~l:)out the'program; close to ninety percent felt th~t CAl

~llowed studen~m~ximumindividu~liz~tion in learning. Althoughh~lf

of the te~chers were uncert~in ~bout whether students le~rned f~cts

f~ster in cl~ssroom groups or with CAl, they ~ll ~greed th~t teletype

programs provided import~nt drill routines for m~teri~l the te~chers

initi~ny presented in cl~ss. Ag~in, ninety percent hoped the program

would' continue in their schools.

Seventy percent of the te~chers were emph~tic in expressing their

views th~t the children inter~cted well with the program: the children

did not feel isol~ted or neglected by te~chers; the ~lert studentrwas

quick to c~tch ~ missed cue by the m~chine and the slower student

graduallY learned to comply to the program's request for a response.

This brings us b~ck to the students' viewpoint. We note that in CAl

as opposed to Cl~ssroom procedures, a wrong ~nswer is never a defe~ting

publ;Lc pronouncement. In CAI,the computer never m~kes judgments,

never frowns, scolds or becomes impatient, ~nd alw~ys greets ~ student

with ~ cheerful, "Welcome to re~ding;"

As the program now works, ~ child is on the system for ~bout

twelve minutes per d~y. This time is neither ~rbitr~ry nor fixed,

but w~s found to be the necess~ry time to m~int~in the students, on

~ cl~ss ~verage, ~t gr~de level. Given longer periods, children could

~dv~nce more r~pidly. Another possibility would be to h~ve slow

learners spend more th~n twelve minutes per d~y on the program, either

extending the single session or h~ving more t~n one session per d~y

so th~t those students who were lagging behind the norm could be

brought ~p to the cl~ss ~ver~ge.
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The twelve-lIlinute period was .thus selected as a lIlinimlilJl time for

maintaining our particular students a.t grade level. in reading, It is

important to.note that this time period did not tax. the. young children's

span of attention. In fact, in one experiment indiyidual students .h<lve

run on the system for as much as 36 minutes per day and the rate()f

progress per hour was equivalent to .that of three individual twe.lve

minute sessions. In this situation, the old .notions of limdts on.

attention span do not seem appropriate; students engaged ina rich and

interactive form of reading instruction show little evidence of habitu

ating or losing interest in the task.

Allow us to point out again that this program is exper~mental.. It

is a research tool from which we learn and are able to.act upon day by

day. Feedback from the teachers and the students, as well as the

response data we are. collecting and analyzing, will permit us to work

out better optimizing procedures for exercises, brar)chingamong strands,

distribution of review exercises" and programming s\lbro)1tiq.esthat

improve the presentation.

President Nixon remarked in his speci<ll message on educ<ltion reform

not too long ago that, "Achievement of the right to read will require

a national effort to develop new curricula and to better apply the

many methods and programs that already exist. Where we do not know

how to solve a reading problem, the National Institute o.f Ed)1cation

would undert<lke the rese<lrch. But often we find that someone does know

how, and the Institute would make that knowledge available. in forms

that can be adopted .by local schools ."



We propose that the CAl program.described above warrants a large

scale .,trYO)lt in a metropolitan city where all children in grades ope

through three, regardless ()f bacl<.ground, hll.ve the same opportunity for

da:i,ly CAl sessions. The cost of the program, given total cOllllUitment,

would be less than the 401" per child :l'eJ;" day,quqted above. No costly

bu:i,:Ld:i,ng progr£llllwould be necessary. In fact, no new buildings at alL

The equipment n\,cessaryfor the program>could )Jehqusedin the present

phYsical plants. J'ior wouLd extensive teacher .training be requiJ;"ed.

With regard to individualization, not ol}ly does ,CAl achieve greater

individualization. :i,nth\,pgrtion of the curriculum it teaches ,but it

allows the.teacher freedom to achievl' greaterindiv~dualbatiDninher

classrgomteachllng. The. total.increment ()fJlldiv'iduali'1ll.tion, there

fore,i$ greater than the sum,of what .qAI and. the teacher.cll.n a9hive

alone.

Admittedly then, the low level of reading is. a nll.ti()llal pro)Jlem.

Everyone concuJ;"sthat rll.ising that level of reading is an admirable

goal. We fail to see that a great abyss separates the problem from

the goal. The technoJ.-ogyand basic science necessaJ:"Y.to solve the

problem are already in hand. There is no question that CAl in initial

reading is a feasible a.nd cost effective way to J;"each the goal.
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